Hello Everyone!

Great to have a lovely turn out for the ANZAC Ceremony and Cricket Match at the Recreation Reserve! Congratulations on a wonderful effort students!

**New Classification of Principals - Briefing Sessions**

I will be attending this session at Camden Haven High School at 3.30 pm ‘til 5 pm on 3 May!

**Zone Representatives**

Congratulations Connor, Adam P, Elen and Jasmine, on your magnificent individual performances in the Zone event held last Friday. Jasmine will represent at the Regional level very soon! Jasmine achieved 2nd place in her age division, a wonderful result. Elen came 6th in her event, another excellent run!

GRIP Leadership programs are fresh, practical, interactive and enjoyed by tens of thousands of students each year.

GRIP Leadership is endorsed by leaders, educators, politicians and business people around Australia.

GRIP Leadership is a values driven organisation. The core values below represent the heartbeat of all GRIP Leadership staff and volunteers.

**Core Values**

- **GENEROSITY** Willingness to use what you have been given (time and resources) on behalf of those you seek to influence.
- **RESPONSIBILITY** We all have a responsibility to develop what we have and help others to live well.
- **INTEGRITY** A commitment to truth and honesty in dealings.
- **PEOPLE** Every human being is of great significance, and has a purpose to fulfil.

Remember the Masters Barbecue P&C Fund raiser is this week end – please help out if you can!

Thanks for your continued help, support and friendship everyone,

Pamela Everingham
Teaching Principal
Easter Colouring Competition Results

Kinder: Mark Kompara
Year 2: Laura Partlett
Year 3: Adam Brockbank
Year 4: Lewin Miller
Year 5: Lily-Rose Northey
Year 6: Connor McInnes.

These colourings were quite difficult, with criteria given that tested the colourers ability to follow instructions, at the same time as producing an “original” work. Top work students. Colouring is on display on the picture board! Actual Artworks are added to the student Visual Art portfolio for Assessment purposes.

Art in the Vale

WEEK 2

Star of the Week this week is Adam Brockbank. Adam had a great week last week, he was particularly keen to get involved with the ANZAC poems presented at the Recreation Reserve on Saturday. Great work Adam. Our Value of the Week last week was Excellence, and Adam achieved this in the classroom.

So Adam, how do you feel about being chosen star of the week?
Terribly Awesome!

Why were you chosen for this award?
Great work in class and participating wholeheartedly in our ANZAC ceremonies.

What is your favourite subject?
Fast Maths

What is your favourite home activity?
Driving my remote control monster truck.

What do you want to be when you grow up?
Monster truck stunt driver.

Ok, Adam, thank you for being interviewed by HV Press.

By Reporter - Elen Miller
Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program News

This week we planted carrots, weeded and revamped the wheelbarrows! We harvested snow peas and ate them on the spot. This annoyed the kitchen group. I don’t blame them, the snow peas were delicious, although there is a good crop coming on. We have lots of apple cucumbers almost ready – and a lot of Bok Choy!

News from the garden is that we feel it is time to expand it. We have some fruit trees that Peter Miller has been looking after for some time that need to be planted in. We hope to extend the no-dig part of the garden in the next couple of weeks. Our kitchen team got some serious ANZAC biscuit making on the go! We will sample more of these today at our Morning Tea after the ANZAC ceremony.

There will be no Kitchen/Garden as such on Friday, although some gardening will take place.
P&C News

Masters BBQ
This is on this Sunday 3 May. We need lots of helpers for the day to make the shifts shorter. Some of our regular helpers will be away for the weekend so please think about adding your name to the roster. If you can’t help out on the day perhaps you can assist by purchasing supplies this week. Any help will be greatly appreciated.

Quote of the week
“We all have an unsuspected reserve of strength inside that emerges when life puts us to the test.” Isabel Allende

(In memory of the ANZACs and all of those who are fighting their own battles.)

Next Meeting
Friday 8 May 8:30am

As always,
Thanks for your support.

Michelle Dennis
P&C President

Rewards Program update
Available in Term 2, we have two new reward items from our Outer Space Savers range for students to redeem.

- Invisible Ink Martian Pen
- Intergalactic Rocket

Blast off to Disneyland with School Banking
Don’t forget, students who consistently display stellar savings behaviour by making 25 or more School Banking deposits in 2015 will automatically go into the draw to win a family trip to California’s Disneyland. This astronomical prize includes return fights, five nights accommodation, transfers, three days park entry for up to two adults and two kids, plus AUD$2,000 spending money.